Neural correlates of implicit knowledge about statistical regularities.
In this study, we examined the neural correlates of implicit knowledge about statistical regularities of temporal order and item chunks using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). In a familiarization scan, participants viewed a stream of scenes consisting of structured (i.e., three scenes were always presented in the same order) and random triplets. In the subsequent test scan, participants were required to detect a target scene. Test sequences included both forward order of scenes presented during the familiarization scan and backward order of scenes (i.e., reverse order of forward scenes). Behavioral results showed a learning effect of temporal order in the forward condition and scene chunks in the backward condition. fMRI data from the familiarization scan showed the difference of activations between the structured and random blocks in the left posterior cingulate cortex including the retrosplenial cortex. More important, in the test scan, we observed brain activities in the left parietal lobe when participants detected target scenes on temporal order information. In contrast, the left precuneus activated when participants detected target scenes based on scene chunks. Our findings help clarify the brain mechanisms of implicit knowledge about acquired regularities.